FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – May 18, 2015

US Patent Portfolio For Rechargeable Battery Technology Developed by Tel Aviv
University to Be Sold by Munich Innovation Group
Munich, Germany (May 18, 2015) – Munich Innovation announces the availability of a US patent
portfolio relating to rechargeable batteries.
These two granted US patents cover rechargeable batteries, protecting a setup with an anode coated
with a solid-electrolyte interface (SEI), a method for making such a battery by coating the anode prior
assembly (artificial SEI), and a cathode also protected by an SEI.
Typical embodiments of these patents are lithium-ion batteries with an increased reversible capacity
thanks to an artificial anode SEI and a more durable cathode that operates at higher temperatures and
offers a higher cycle life.
Both patents are mature, having been filed in 1996 and 1999. At that time, fundamental technologies
of nowadays ubiquitous lithium-ion batteries were developed. This is reflected in 73 forward citations
the two patents have collected over the years, with 11 recent citings from 2014 highlighting their
current importance.
“We believe that these mature US patents form valuable IP assets for companies manufacturing
secondary cells”, says Dr. Stefan Taing, Senior Partner of Munich Innovation, “Thanks to their
widespread adoption in today’s battery technology, they represent a great potential for IP risk
mitigation”.
Munich Innovation will shortly be approaching potential buyers of the patent portfolio with a detailed
technology report and will be available to discuss the intellectual property in more detail.
To receive more information about this opportunity, please contact Dr. Stefan Taing at st@munichinnovation.com.

About Munich Innovation Group
Munich Innovation Group GmbH is a leading service provider for intellectual property monetization and
research on a global scale. Clients include publicly listed high-tech corporates, privately held
companies, independent inventors, academic institutions and investors. The company offers IP
licensing management, patent transactions and IP advisory services.
For more information, please visit www.munich-innovation.com
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